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web value definition 1 the amount of money that can be received for something 2 the importance or worth of something learn
more web a values are numerical values used in the determination of the most stable orientation of atoms in a molecule
conformational analysis as well as a general representation of steric bulk a values are derived from energy measurements of
the different cyclohexane conformations of a monosubstituted cyclohexane chemical 1 web 1 the monetary worth of
something market price 2 a fair return or equivalent in goods services or money for something exchanged 3 relative worth
utility or importance a web 2 days ago   definition of value word frequency value væljuː word forms plural 3rd person singular
present tense values present participle valuing past tense past participle valued 1 uncountable noun oft a noun the value of
something such as a quality attitude or method is its importance or usefulness web value has to do with how much something
is worth either in terms of cash or importance as a verb it means holding something in high regard like i value our friendship
but it can also mean determine how much something is worth like a prize valued at 200 web noun the desirability of a thing
often in respect of some property such as usefulness or exchangeability worth merit or importance an amount esp a material
or monetary web value noun money add to word list b1 c or u the amount of money that can be received for something of
value she had already sold everything of value that she web uncountable singular the quality of being useful or important
synonym benefit the value of regular exercise should not be underestimated she placed a high value on loyalty of value he
didn t say anything of value of value to somebody the arrival of canals was of great value to many industries to be of little no
value to somebody web values english meaning cambridge dictionary meaning of values in english values phrase plural add to
word list b2 the beliefs people have especially about what is web 3 days ago   1 uncountable noun also a n the value of
something such as a quality attitude or method is its importance or usefulness if you place a particular value on something
that is the importance or usefulness you think it has the value of this work experience should not be underestimated see of
value of no value 2 transitive verb
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web a values are numerical values used in the determination of the most stable orientation of atoms in a molecule
conformational analysis as well as a general representation of steric bulk a values are derived from energy measurements of
the different cyclohexane conformations of a monosubstituted cyclohexane chemical 1
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web 1 the monetary worth of something market price 2 a fair return or equivalent in goods services or money for something
exchanged 3 relative worth utility or importance a
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web 2 days ago   definition of value word frequency value væljuː word forms plural 3rd person singular present tense values
present participle valuing past tense past participle valued 1 uncountable noun oft a noun the value of something such as a
quality attitude or method is its importance or usefulness
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web value has to do with how much something is worth either in terms of cash or importance as a verb it means holding
something in high regard like i value our friendship but it can also mean determine how much something is worth like a prize
valued at 200
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web noun the desirability of a thing often in respect of some property such as usefulness or exchangeability worth merit or
importance an amount esp a material or monetary
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web value noun money add to word list b1 c or u the amount of money that can be received for something of value she had
already sold everything of value that she

value noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Aug 21 2023
web uncountable singular the quality of being useful or important synonym benefit the value of regular exercise should not
be underestimated she placed a high value on loyalty of value he didn t say anything of value of value to somebody the arrival
of canals was of great value to many industries to be of little no value to somebody
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web values english meaning cambridge dictionary meaning of values in english values phrase plural add to word list b2 the
beliefs people have especially about what is
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web 3 days ago   1 uncountable noun also a n the value of something such as a quality attitude or method is its importance or
usefulness if you place a particular value on something that is the importance or usefulness you think it has the value of this
work experience should not be underestimated see of value of no value 2 transitive verb
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